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Recommendation for a
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authorizing the Commission to negotiate fishing agreements with certain
third countries in the tarribean region in the waters of which Community
fishermen have traditionally fished
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Explanatory memorandum

1.
The fisheries sector constitutes a fundamental part of
balance of the French departements of the Antilles and Guiana.
of the working population of these departements (nearly 25 % in
nities of the Antilles) are employed in fisheries, which is one
resources of the region, along with agriculture.
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2.
Fishermen from these departements have been traditionnally fishing in
waters that have come under jurisdiction of third countries as a consequence of
the evolution of the Law of the sea. Fishermen from Martinique catch about 33%
of the total catches of the departement in the waters of ·nei3hbouring third countries;
fishermen from Guiana follow the stock of shrimps during its seasonal migration,
in the waters of Surinam.
3.
Until now, the interests of Community fishermen have been safeguarded by
means of provisional autonomous regimes granted by the third countries concerned.
In the present situation, in which these regimes may be reconsidered, the Commission
considers its necessary to negotiate fishing agreements with these countries
with a view to guaranteeing the fishing rights of Community fishermen, in particular
those of the Local populations concerned.
4.
In addition, the Commission considers that such agreemen~will constitute
the basis of a global fisheries policy for the West Central Atlantic region.
As far as relations between the Community and third countries are concerned,
the Commission finds it necessary to act along the following Lines :

.I.

2.

- To reduce the number of vessels flying the flag of third countries that
do not belong to the region and to increase consequently the number of
vessels flying the flag of Member states of the Community, with a view
to ensuring the development of the Local industry. A first step in
this direction has been made by reducing the number of licences granted to
third Countries vessels fishing in Guiana.
- to conclude fishing agreement with third countries in the region •

-to develop multilateral cooperation for the conservation and rational
exploitation of sea ressources in the region. This can be achieved in
particular by developing the activities of the West Central Atlantic
Fisheries Commission, which is the FAO body competent for that region,
in whose works the Community will actively participate.

